An elegant method to circumvent quantum measurement backaction is the use of quantum mechanics free subsystems (QMFS), with one approach involving the use of two oscillators with effective masses of opposite signs. Since negative energies, and hence masses, are a characteristic of relativistic systems a natural question is to what extent QMFS can be realized in this context. Using the example of a one-dimensional Dirac oscillator we investigate conditions under which this can be achieved, and identify Zitterbewegung or virtual pair creation as the physical mechanism that fundamentally limits the feasibility of the scheme. We propose a table-top implementation of a Dirac oscillator system based on a spin-orbit coupled ultracold atomic sample that allows for a direct observation of the corresponding analog of virtual pair creation on quantum measurement backaction.
Introduction -A major challenge of quantum metrology is the need to minimize the backaction noise that accompanies the measurement of quantum observables. Efforts at circumventing this difficulty have led to the development of quantum non-demolition measurements, and to the use of nonclassical field states that locate quantum fluctuations where they do not significantly perturb the measurement. More recently, Tsang and Caves [1] and Polzik and coworkers [2] realized that it is sometimes possible to isolate quantum-mechanics free subsystems (QMFS) of a quantum system whose observables are by construction quantum non-demolition observables.
An example considered in Ref. [1] consists of two harmonic oscillators of identical frequencies and opposite masses described by the Hamiltonian
Considering the composite variablesX =x +x ,P = 1 2 (p + p ),Φ = 1 2 (x −x ) andΠ =p −p , with [X,Π] = [P,Φ] = 0, it is easily verified that the Heisenberg equations of motion for X andΠ form the closed systeṁ
so thatX andΠ, the collective position and relative momentum, form a QMFS that allows for their simultaneous and repeated measurement with arbitrary accuracy -and likewise for the pair {Φ,P}. QMFS implementations have been realized in atomic spin ensembles [3] , hybrid optomechanical systems [4] , microwave-coupled mechanical oscillators [5] , and have been proposed in Bose-Einstein condensates with negative effective mass component [6] .
The fact that the QMFS of Ref. [1] relies on the use of a negative mass oscillator leads one to ask to what extent the negative energy states in relativistic quantum systems can result in the existence of QMFS in these systems as well. This is the question that we address, using the example of a one-dimensional Dirac oscillator. We find that already in that implementation it is fundamentally different from two independent harmonic oscillators of opposite masses, due to the presence of a 'spin-orbit' coupling-like term associated with relativistic Zitterbewegung: even in the non-relativistic limit its remnants limit the ability to realize back-action evading measurements -this is in addition to the known fact that the localization of particles is limited by the Compton wavelength λ c . We then quantify the impact of Zitterbewegung in the full relativistic regime. We conclude by proposing a table-top atomic, molecular, and optical physics implementation that permits to demonstrate this behavior in a non-relativistic system.
Model -The Dirac oscillator is an extension of the Dirac equation for a free particle that is linear both in position and momentum. It was introduced by Moshinsky et al [7] , who added the linear vector potential −iβ mωx to the Dirac equation. In addition to its use in nuclear physics and relativistic quantum physics, see e.g. the reviews [8, 9] , it has found applications in fields ranging from condensed matter physics to quantum optics [10] [11] [12] [13] .
We concentrate on one spatial dimension, in which case the Dirac matrices α and β reduce to the Pauli operatorsσ x and σ z , leading to the reduced equation
The energy spectrum of H DO comprises a positive energy branch with eigenenergies E + n = mc 2 1 + 2nhω/mc 2 bounded from below by mc 2 and a negative energy branch with energies E − n = −E + n+1 bounded from above by −mc 2 1 + 2hω/mc 2 , see Fig. 1(a) .
The corresponding eigenstates are |E + n = A n |n, ↑ − iB n |n − 1, ↓ and |E − n = B n+1 |n + 1, ↑ + iA n+1 |n, ↓ , where |n are the eigenstates of a non-relativistic harmonic oscillator, |↑, ↓ are Pauli spinors and A n = (E + n + mc 2 )/2E + n and B n = (E + n − mc 2 )/2E + n . The fact that the eigenstates of the Dirac oscillator are linear superpositions of the motional and spin states |n, ↑ and |n − 1, ↓ is a consequence of the spinorbit coupling interaction in H DO , a relativistic effect result- ing from enforcing first-order spatial dependences in its wave equation. Figure 1 (b) plots |A n | 2 and |B n | 2 for n = 0 . . . 3 as a function of the relativistic parameter ε ≡hω/mc 2 . For ε 1, we have that |A n | ≈ |B n | ≈ 1/ √ 2, and the eigenstates |E ± n exhibit spin-orbit coupling and entanglement between motional and spin degree of freedom. In the non-relativistic limit ε → 0, in contrast, |A n | → 1 and |B n | → 0, and the eigenstates and eigenenergies reduce to those of two harmonic oscillators of frequency ω associated with the spin-up and spin-down components. The first one has a positive mass m and ground state energy mc 2 , and the second one a negative mass −m and energy bound from above by −(hω + mc 2 ).
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Non-relativistic limit -For ε → 0 the Dirac oscillator can, therefore, be approximated by the Hamiltonian
which describes a pair of one-dimensional harmonic oscillators of spin-dependent mass -positive mass for spin up and negative mass for spin down. While this suggests that it might be possible to form a QMFS similar to that of Ref. [1] there is an important difference between the Hamiltonians (4) and (1), the seemingly inconsequential spin operatorσ z , the remnant of the spin-orbit coupling. We see shortly that it results in profound differences in the dynamics of the two systems.
In analogy with Ref. [1] we introduce the operatorsX = xI =x| ↑ ↑ | +x| ↓ ↓ | ≡x ↑ +x ↓ andΠ =pσ z =p| ↑ ↑ | −p| ↓ ↓ | ≡p ↑ −p ↓ which satisfy the closed set of Heisenberg equations of motion (2), with, however, the important difference that [X,Π] = ihσ z , instead of [X,Π] = 0. The associated Heisenberg uncertainty relation is, therefore, ∆X∆Π ≥ h 2 | σ z |.
One might expect that sinceX andΠ commute for σ z → 0 they would form a QMFS in that limit, with an analogous QMFS for the pair of operatorsP ≡pI andΦ ≡xσ z . This is, however, not correct, due to the fact that these are composite observables of the center-of-mass and spin degrees of freedom. WhileX has a same expectation value as the centerof-mass positionx, Π normally differs from p , and can, in particular, be different from zero even for σ z = 0. More importantly, sinceσ 2 z = I we haveX 2 =Φ 2 andP 2 =Π 2 , so that the separation of the dynamics into two independent dynamical subsystems is invalid for the high-order moments of {X,Π} and {Φ,P}. As a result, measurement backaction, while not affecting the evolution of X and Π for σ z = 0, does impact their fluctuations, rendering a backaction evading sequence of measurements impossible.
As a concrete example, we consider using a Dirac oscillator operating in the non-relativistic limit ε → 0 to perform measurements of a weak spin-dependent external perturbation of the form V f = fσ z by imprinting its positionx on the phase of a quantum harmonic oscillator, the measuring apparatus. The Hamiltonian describing this measurement scheme is
where b † andb are the creation and annihilation operators of the measuring oscillator, and g a coupling constant. In the non-relativistic limit dσ z /dt → 0 the Heisenberg equations of motion reduce to
where −gb †bσ z accounts for measurement backaction [14] . Solving these equations forX(t) giveŝ
(7) This confirms that for σ z → 0 and initially uncorrelated system and measurement apparatus, b †bσ z = b †b σ z , the measurement of f does not impact the subsequent evolution of X (t) . In particular, for |Ψ n (0) = (|n, ↑ + |n − 1, ↓ )/ √ 2, a superposition that comprises two components of opposite energies and for which σ z = 0, this expression reduces to
independent of any influence from the measuring apparatus. However its standard deviation is ∆X = X2 − X 2 =
x zpt 2n + 8G 2 sin 4 (ωt/2), where G = √ 2g b †b x zpt /hω is a dimensionless measurement strength and x zpt = h/2mω is the zero-point width of the oscillator wave function. In addition to the n-dependent position uncertainty stemming from the initial state, ∆X comprises a contribution proportional to G, illustrating how measurement backaction limits the precision of subsequent measurements of f .
Relativistic backaction -Moving past the non-relativistic limit the anharmonicity and spin-orbit coupling of the Dirac oscillator increasingly prevent the conservation of σ z , and measurements disturb not just the higher moments ofX, but X (t) as well. Specifically, the spin-orbit coupling generates Zitterbewegung oscillations between the positive and negative energy states of the oscillator, and hence of σ z , at a frequency Ω zb of the order of 2mc 2 /h.
For small enough ε one can evaluateσ z (t) perturbatively as σ z (t) ≈ √ 2nε sin(2mc 2 t/h), see Supplementary Material, and
It is characterized by fast Zitterbewegung oscillations of small amplitude superposed to slow oscillations at frequency ω Ω zb and of amplitude proportional to 2 f , essentially still given by Eq. (8) . Detecting a signal at the bare frequency of the oscillator results, therefore, in an effective smearing f ± ∆ of the measured force, with ∆ = √ 2nεg b †b . Since the amplitude of the Zitterbewegung oscillations increases with G the smearing of f can be thought of as a backaction effect that imposes a fundamental limit to the precision of the measurement of f [15] . Alternatively, one can also think of ∆ as an indirect probe of virtual pair creation [18] .
Measurement backaction increases with ε, and the frequency difference between ω and Ω zb eventually becomes sufficiently small that X (t) undergoes anharmonic and aperiodic oscillations. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 , which shows numerical simulations of X (t) for the initial state |Ψ n (0) , three values of ε and two values of G.
We note that in the extreme relativistic limit, ε 1, H DO can be approximated by the Hamiltonian for a Weyl fermion in a spin-dependent potential, H r = cσ xp − cmωσ yx , in which case spin-orbit coupling fully dominates the dynamics and renders our measurement scheme meaningless.
Implementation -The table-top simulation of relativistic quantum systems has witnessed considerable recent progress. The use of a single trapped ion to simulate the Dirac equation was proposed by Lamata et al. [19] and experimentally realized by Gerristma et al. [20] . Solano and coworkers [21] demonstrated the mapping of the Dirac oscillator onto the Jaynes-Cummings model. Reference [22] reported the realization of a Dirac oscillator in a microwave system, with further proposals involving fiber Bragg gratings [23] , hexagonal structures of graphene [24] , superconducting qubits [3] , and optomechanical arrays [26] .
We propose here an alternative scheme based on a spinorbit coupled (SOC) atomic condensate [27] , as its macroscopic coherence provides considerable flexibility toward the realization of measurements spanning a broad parameter range from the effective 'non-relativistic' to a 'strongly relativistic' limit. We consider an atomic Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) of three-level atoms with a pair of pseudo-spin hyperfine lower states optically coupled by two Raman fields far-off resonant from an upper electronic state that is adiabatically eliminated from the dynamics. The resulting transitions between hyperfine states are accompanied by a momentum transfer of 2hk r in the x direction, wherehk r is the photon recoil momentum. The dynamics in the other two directions is assumed to be decoupled, resulting in an effective one-dimensional situation.
In the mean-field approximation the dynamics of the condensate can be described by a 1D Gross-Pitaevskii equation for the Hamiltonian H s + H c , where H s is the single-atom Hamiltonian and H c accounts for two-body collisions. In momentum representation and the basis of the two hyperfine states H s is
where m a is the atomic mass and δ and Ω are the two-photon detuning and effective Rabi coupling. This is similar to the model describing recent experiments on SOC BEC [28] [29] [30] 33] , with the difference that we assume that the real part of the two-photon Rabi coupling Ω has a linear spatial dependence, Ω = |Ω|e iφ (x) , with φ (x) slowly varying over the length of the condensate and φ (x 0 ) = π/2 at its center x 0 so that Ω(x 0 ) is purely imaginary. This can be achieved by controlling the relative phase of the two Raman fields with a spatial phase modulator. We then have
where χ = Im[Ω(x 0 )]. Hence the real part of the two-photon Rabi frequency has a linear dependence on position, while its Rest mass (kg) m e ∼ 10 −31m = χm 2 a /hk 2 r ∼ 10 −27 ∼ 10 −26 ∼ 10 −23 Reduced Compton wavelength (m) λ c =h/m e c ∼ 10 −12λ c =hk r /χm a ∼ 10 −5 ∼ 10 −9 ∼ 10 −8 Zitterbewegung frequency (2π×Hz) Ω zb = 2m e c 2 /h ∼ 10 21Ω zb = 2χ ∼ 10 3 ∼ 10 10 ∼ 10 5
Oscillator frequency (2π×Hz) ωω =hk r ς /m a χ ∼ 0 − 10 4 ∼ 10 10 ∼ 10 6 Relativistic parameter ε =hω/m e c 2ε =hk r ς /m a χ 2 ∼ 0 − 10 ∼ 1 ∼ 10 Table I . Mapping of key physical quantities of the original Dirac oscillator onto its spin-orbit-coupled condensate implementation, with magnitudes taken from the experiments of Refs. [29] and [30] . The magnitude of the corresponding parameters for possible circuit-QED and ion implementations are also given for comparison, based on Refs. [31] and [19] .
imaginary part is constant. With the matrix representation of Pauli operators and after a pseudo-spin rotation σ x → σ y → σ z → σ x , Eqs. (10) and (11) give, for δ = 0 and k k r ,
Except for the kinetic energy term this Hamiltonian has the same form as H DO , with effective mappings between the velocity of light c and the atomic recoil velocityhk r /m, and between the rest energy mc 2 and the Rabi coupling energȳ hχ. Here k r , ς , and χ > 0. Importantly, the kinetic energy term raises up the zero energy level toh 2 k 2 r /2m a , allowing the physical implementation of an analog of negative-energy states. See Table I for the full mapping between the two systems and an estimate of the order of magnitude of the key parameters.
The two-body collisions are described by the Hamiltonian
where ψ ↑,↓ are the many-body wave functions for atoms in the spin-up and spin-down hyperfine levels, and g i j = 4πh 2 a i j /m, with a i j the corresponding scattering lengths, measure the effective inter-and intra-spin collision strengths. When collisions dominate the condensate can be described in a singlemode approximation, as is the case e.g. for 87 Rb, for which g ↑↑ = g ↑↓ ≈ g ↓↓ [30] . This results in the effective Hamiltonian
whereŜ x,y,z =h/2 ∑ N iσ i
x,y,z are collective spin operators with N the number of atoms, and we have neglected terms proportional to g ↑↑ − g ↓↓ and g ↑↑ + g ↓↓ − 2g ↑↓ . This Hamiltonian has the same form as H DO , with the substitution ofσ x,y,z byŜ x,y,z .
The non-relativistic limit of H is approached under the strong Raman coupling condition χ hk r ς /m a , resulting in an approximate Hamiltonian H nr = 2mc 2 +p 2 m +mω 2x2 Ŝ z /h.
which has the same form as Eq. (4), so that the previous discussion can be readily applied [32] . For a measurement interaction of the form
the coupling to the perturbation f , of the form 2 fŜ yx /h in the original physical representation, could be realized through a spatially dependent Raman coupling such that the spatial dependence appears now in the imaginary part of the effective Rabi frequency. The interaction with the measurement apparatus, Ngxb †b , can be realized by an optomechanical-like collective coupling between the condensate and a cavity field b [34, 35] . As with the original Dirac oscillator, the departure from the non-relativistic regime resulting from a decrease in hχ results in an increase in backaction, now from the analog of Zitterbewegung oscillations [29, 36] .
In that limit H simplifies to
compare to the Weyl fermion Hamiltonian H r . For a sufficiently large number of atoms highly polarized along the direction ofŜ z , a Holstein-Primakoff transformation is sometimes invoked to map the collective spin operators to position and momentum operators of an effective oscillator,x s = S y / |S z |,p s = −sgn(S z )Ŝ x / |S z |, and S z ≈ ±hN/2 [4] so that
with [x,p s ] = 0. For the coupling V r = Ngb †bx + 2 fŜ y /h,x andp s now appear to constitute a true QMFS. However, this relies on neglecting the quantum fluctuations ofŜ z , that is, on treating it as a classical quantity. (The same would hold for H r ifσ z was treated classically.) But the fundamental reason why a QMFS cannot be realized in the Dirac oscillator is precisely that σ z is an operator, and that same issue appears in the atomic system as well. In that case, measurement backaction would serve as a probe of the limitations of the Holstein-Primakoff approximation. Summary and outlook -Summarizing, we have shown that despite the existence of negative energy states the Dirac oscillator is fundamentally different from a system of two harmonic oscillators with equal and opposite masses, and as a consequence can not operate as a QMFS back-action evading detector. The origin of this difference is a spin-orbit coupling interaction that results in the relativistic regime in Zitterbewegung oscillations. We suggested that measurement backaction can be exploited as a probe of the associated virtual pair creation, and proposed a tabletop demonstration of this effect in a spin-orbit-coupled atomic condensate.
